In 2022 BCEN grew to a total of 58,927 active certifications held.

The TCRN certification reached a milestone of 7,000 certifications held for the first time since its launch in 2016. With the expertise of BCEN’s volunteer Item Writers and Exam Construction Review Committee members, BCEN continues to offer high-quality, robust certification programs.
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BCEN Build an online community of nurses through the BCEN Certified Nurses Facebook group and InstaCrew influencers on Instagram.

BCEN’s award-winning online continuing education platform, BCEN Learn, launched a brand new look and more personalized user experience in 2022. With the new Build Your Own Bundle, learners can now package our highly rated CE offerings at discounted rates.

In 2022, BCEN continued to offer support to nurses based on direct feedback from our certification holders. The BCEN Learn platform offerings grew markedly, providing education that can be used immediately in clinical practice, leadership and teamwork.

In 2022, BCEN was honored to celebrate our 2022 National Certification Champions and Distinguished Award winners in person this year, visiting eight facilities from New York City to Houston to meet the awardees, host award presentations, and enjoy some BCEN cookies together!
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In 2022, BCEN debuted BCEN Learn Live conferences in Perdido Beach, Alabama, and Las Vegas, Nevada.
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BCEN has sponsored $155,000 in baccalaureate, masters’ and doctoral scholarships for 47 recipients. Scholarship dollars were given to the Emergency Nurses Association Foundation (ENA Foundation), the Air & Surface Transport Nurses Association (ASTNA), the Society of Trauma Nurses (SfTN), and the Foundation of the National Student Nurses Association (FNSNA).